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NEW JOB?  WHAT ARE THE ODDS FOR INJURY? 

By SeaBright Insurance Loss Control 

Do you feel lucky? How many companies have you worked for in your career?  How many different projects have you 
worked on?  How many times have you changed occupations—from an oiler to an operator, from a laborer to a carpenter, 
or from an ironworker to a welder then to a lead person? 
 
Every time you have made one of these changes you’ve faced a higher probability of being injured on the job.  Studies 
show that in heavy industries up to 25% of injuries, or 1 in every 4 workers, will be injured within the first 30 days of 
starting a new work position.  Think of that—the first 30 days! 
 
The majority of you have years of experience, BUT you still fall into this category time and time again.  In fact, every 
time you change companies or change jobs you play the odds, and fall into the 1-in-4 statistic.  That’s because new-hires 
are not just green, inexperienced workers.  They are also people who are new to their occupation, their job, or a specific 
work environment.  The unexpected can happen in any new environment.  Statistically, it appears to take about 30 days 
for a “new employee” to get the hang of the new surroundings and avoid all the potential hazards. 
 
In your profession, you’ve learned the ‘tricks-of-the-trade’ that allow you to work safely and efficiently.  How did you 
learn your trade and the methods that make you a valuable asset to this company?  You probably had some formal 
training, plus a lot of on-the-job-training (OJT).   
 
OJT means you learned your job from practice and from those already experienced in the trade.  Now, as you work beside 
new-hires, it is your experience that must be passed on.  Remember, it doesn’t matter whether this person is a 25-year 
veteran in the business who is simply new to this company, or if they are a green trainee who just bought their first set of 
tools.  All of these people are playing the odds. 
 
So, keep a helpful eye on the new hires in your crew.  Take the time to describe the layout of the project, the best method 
to access the work, or how to work a tool they have never used.  Everyone wants to learn the best way to do a job.  
Someone probably showed you how to do things when you started your position, so take the time to help out your partner.  
When you show your co-worker the safest and smartest way to do a job, it helps keep you safe as well (of course, always 
do it in a supportive, not a bossy way). 
 
Over 90% of all injuries are caused by an unsafe act—someone doing things the wrong way.  How many of these injuries 
do you think happened because the worker just didn’t know the safest or smartest way to get it done, or didn’t want to ask 
for fear of being ridiculed? 
 
You will be playing the odds a lot throughout your career.  Reduce your chances of becoming an accident statistic by 
asking questions if you’re new to the job.  Help someone else avoid being a statistic by teaching them the tricks-of-the-
trade you’ve learned from experience.  Remember, injury prevention is a two-way street. 
 

Whenever you begin a new job, you are the rookie who is playing the odds.  Work safely, ask 
questions, and go home every night without an injury.  This is how you can beat the odds! 



        SAFETY MEETING AGENDA 
 
 

DEPARTMENT/JOB SITE: ____________________________  MEETING DATE: ______________________  
 
 
1. Open Meeting & Present safety topic:  _______________________________________________________  
2. Read minutes from previous meeting.  
3. Persons present: 
 

____________________________________  _______________________________________  

____________________________________  _______________________________________  

____________________________________  _______________________________________  

____________________________________  _______________________________________  

____________________________________  _______________________________________  

 
4. Old Business – Status of previous recommendations.  Discuss pending old business if any. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Accidents – Discuss accidents and near misses that have occurred since the last meeting.  Brief summary of 

accidents to date by number and type.  Note any trends.  Discuss corrective action taken, or needed.  Concentrate 
on accident causes to make everyone more aware. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Inspection Reports – Report on findings and recommendations of any inspection reports made since last meeting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. New Business – Solicit employee suggestions.  Discuss new procedures, changes to company safety policy, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TIME MEETING STARTED: ____________________________ TIME FINISHED:_______________________  
 
MEETING CHAIRED BY: ______________________________ TITLE:_______________________________  


